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ABSTRACT
Adversarial examples pose severe threats to Android malware detection because they can render the machine learning based detection
systems useless. How to effectively detect Android malware under various adversarial example attacks becomes an essential but
very challenging issue. Existing adversarial example defense mechanisms usually rely heavily on the instances or the knowledge of
adversarial examples, and thus their usability and effectiveness are
significantly limited because they often cannot resist the unseentype adversarial examples. In this paper, we propose a novel robust
Android malware detection approach that can resist adversarial
examples without requiring their instances or knowledge by jointly
investigating malware detection and adversarial example defenses.
More precisely, our approach employs a new VAE (variational autoencoder) and an MLP (multi-layer perceptron) to detect malware,
and combines their detection outcomes to make the final decision.
In particular, we share a feature extraction network between the
VAE and the MLP to reduce model complexity and design a new
loss function to disentangle the features of different classes, hence
improving detection performance. Extensive experiments confirm
our model’s advantage in accuracy and robustness. Our method
outperforms 11 state-of-the-art robust Android malware detection
models when resisting 7 kinds of adversarial example attacks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Android is the most popular mobile operating system, capturing
roughly 85% of the global market share [20]. Unfortunately, Android has become the primary target of 97% mobile malware [27].
Many Android malware detection approaches have been proposed
[22, 24, 29, 31, 32], and most of them leverage machine learning
algorithms to train a binary classifier for determining whether an
App is malicious or not according to its features [17, 23, 26, 35].
These classifiers are, however, vulnerable to adversarial examples,
which are generated by adding purposeful perturbations to natural
examples [10, 16]. For instance, the attack method proposed by
Chen et al. [6] generates adversarial malware examples that can
deceive two famous Android malware detection Drebin [1] and
MaMaDroid [25], by injecting adversarial perturbations into APKs’
Dexcode and AndroidManifest.xml. Adversarial perturbations can
make the malware conceal themselves better when confronting
machine learning based malware detectors.
Unfortunately, there are few defense mechanisms to defend
against adversarial example attacks on Android malware detectors. Although there exist defense mechanisms developed for image
adversarial examples [9, 30], they cannot be directly applied to
Android malware detection because of the significant differences
between images and Android Apps. First, the similarity criterion
used in image domain1 is not suitable for the modification of Apps
because they do not take into account how to preserve the malicious functionality in malware [33]. Second, the input space of
image domain is continuous whereas that of Android malware is
often discrete [37]. The input of Android malware detector (i.e., the
features extracted from Android App) will be described detailedly
in §2.
1 In

the domain of images, the perturbations imposed on natural examples should be
small so that the adversarial examples are similar to the natural ones.
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In this paper, to hedge the gap, we don’t directly migrate the
adversarial example defense mechanisms in image domain to malware detection, but design a new defense mechanism for Android
malware detection. To be specific, we design an adversarial example
defense model that can detect the similarity between nature examples (including benign and malicious examples) and adversarial
examples. Further more, we jointly investigate malware detection
and adversarial example defense, and then develop a novel Android
App classifier that is inherently resistant to adversarial examples.
The key idea of our approach is to achieve an ideal decision boundary separating benign examples from malicious/adversarial ones. It
is challenging to achieve this goal because in practice the realistic
decision boundary is often non-ideal due to the absence of some
crucial examples close to the class boundary. In particular, because
of the inconformity between the ideal and the realistic decision
boundary, there exist some intersected regions in the input space
that result in misclassification, which leaves room for adversarial
example attacks. That is, to mislead a classifier, an adversary just
needs to move a correctly classified malicious example into one
intersected region by adding some adversarial perturbations.
To get the desired decision boundary and decrease the likelihood
of adversarial examples being successfully generated, we employ a
similarity constraint to squeeze the room for adversarial examples.
More specifically, we introduce a variational autoencoder (VAE)
[4, 18] to distinguish benign examples from others according to
reconstruction errors. Only when the adversarial examples are very
similar to the benign ones can they evade the detection. Different
from the existing adversarial example defenses, our method does
not require the instances or the knowledge of adversarial examples,
making it practical to deploy. To further enhance discrimination capability, we develop a novel loss function for the VAE to disentangle
the features of different classes. For convenience, our VAE is termed
FD-VAE in the remainder of this paper. Accordingly, the FD-VAE
can learn a compact representation for its inputs, which has a small
inner-class distance and a large inter-class distance. Moreover, our
model uses an MLP (multi-layer perceptron) for classification. Our
model makes a final decision on malware detection by combining
the decisions of the FD-VAE and the MLP.
Since our model simultaneously fulfills two tasks (i.e., malware
detection and adversarial example defense), its complexity may be
higher than those targeting one task. In this paper, we propose
a network sharing based technique to reduce model complexity.
Recall that our model consists of two deep neural networks, i.e., a
FD-VAE and an MLP, both of which need to extract features from
the raw inputs for classification. This motivates us to share the
feature extraction network between two modules for parameter
amount reduction. This technique reduces model complexity and
also facilitates model training. More details can be found in §3.
The major contributions of this work include:
• To our best knowledge, this is the first work that develops a
classification model for both malware detection and adversarial malware defense, without requiring the instances or
knowledge about adversarial examples.
• We design a novel loss function for feature disentangle to
enhance detection performance, and propose to share the
feature extraction network among our model’s components
to reduce model complexity.
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• Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method can
successfully resist 7 adversarial example attack methods,
and significantly outperform 11 robust detection models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problems of Android malware detection and adversarial
example defense. Section 3 proposes our method, including model,
loss function design and algorithm. Experimental results and analyses are provided in Section 4. Related work is briefly introduced
in Section 5, followed by the concluding remarks in Section 6.

2

PROBLEM

The machine learning based Android malware detection can be
briefly described as follow. Let L(θ, x, y) denote the loss of the
classifier (i.e., Android malware detector), where θ represents the
classifier’s parameters, x represents the natural example, and y ∈
{0, 1} denotes the corresponding label. y = 0 or y = 1 means that
the corresponding example is benign or malicious, respectively. The
main task of Android malware detection is to achieve the optimal
parameters of the classifier, i.e.,
θ ∗ ∈ arg min E(x ,y)∈D [L(θ, x, y)],
θ

(1)

where D is the underlying data distribution of training examples.
An adversary uses adversarial examples generated from malicious examples to mislead an Android malware detector. The adversarial examples are usually generated by adding some perturbations
into malicious examples.
Let x̄ be a malicious example, and S(x̄) denote the set of the
candidate examples that preserve the malicious functionality of the
App corresponding to x̄. Then the adversarial examples x ∗ can be
obtained through solving
max L(θ, x ∗ , y).

x ∗ ∈S(x̄ )

(2)

How to generate the adversarial examples x ∗ depends on the
features chosen for malware detection. In the existing literature,
the features fall into two categories: dynamic and static. Dynamic
features are exacted by monitoring the running of Apps, including network traffic, battery usage, IP address, etc. Static features
are obtained before the execution of Apps, including permissions,
intent-actions and sensitive API calls. Extracting dynamic features
usually requires monitoring Apps’ behavior at run-time, resulting
in significant overhead. Therefore, static features are more common
in practical applications [36].This motivates us to study the Android
malware adversarial examples derived from static features.
More specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, we consider the static
features of permission requirements, intent action declarations and
sensitive API calls.
• Permissions must be required by an App from its user to
access sensitive user data and certain system resources. For
example, CAMERA permission allows an application to access the camera to take pictures.
• Intent actions are a way of telling Android what standard operation activities can perform. For example, Android knows
that all activities registered for a send action are capable of
sending messages.
• As for sensitive API calls, they can describe App behaviors
as they clearly state what an App has done. For instance,
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calling sendTextMessage() means an App is sending a text
message.

APP Features
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In summary, permission requirements, intent action declarations
and sensitive API calls provide the clues for identifying malicious
Apps. Hence they are chosen as the features for our malware detection.
For convenience, the values of these features are vectorized as
a binary vector x = [x 1 , · · · , xm ] ∈ {0, 1}m , where x j indicates
whether the jth feature is present (x j = 1) or not (x j = 0). Then
we have S(x̄) = {x ∗ |x ∗ ∈ {0, 1}m , x ∗ ∨ x̄ = x ∗ }, where ∨ means
bit OR operation and x ∗ ∨ x̄ = x ∗ corresponds to the requirement
of malicious functionality preservation. To mislead the classifier
θ with adversarial examples, the adversary attempts to solve the
following integer optimization problem
max L(θ, x ∗ , y),

s.t.

(3)

( ∗
x ∈ {0, 1}m
∃x̄ ∈ Ω, x ∗ ∨ x̄ = x ∗

(4)

where Ω denotes the set of malicious examples.
The existing adversarial example attacks are divided into two
categories: white box and black box. The white-box methods assume that the knowledge including training data, classifier type
and classifier parameters (i.e., θ ) are available for the adversary.
Contrarily, the black-box methods assume that the adversary has
no access to the classifier’s parameters.
In general, resisting adversarial examples is more challenging
than generating them. At present, most of defenses are dedicatedly
designed for image adversarial examples. In this paper, we aim to
develop a neural network model which is able to detect Android
malware under adversarial example attacks. The key idea is to
optimize model parameters for loss minimization, while taking the
prediction of the adversaries’ response into account. Therefore, this
task can be formulated as the minmax optimization problem
min( max y · L(θ, x ∗ , y))
θ

s.t.

x ∗ ∈S(x̄ )

( ∗
x ∈ {0, 1}m
∗

∃x̄ ∈ Ω, x ∨ x̄ = x

(5)

3.1

(6)
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Motivation

In general, the problem of malware detection can be solved using a
binary classifier. In this paper, we introduce an MLP to detect malware. Adversarial example defense is a more challenging problem.
Let’s reconsider the optimization problem (5)-(6) . The challenge
stems from the fact that adversarial examples x ∗ (θ ) are actually
unknown in practice. A natural countermeasure is to obtain the
knowledge on x ∗ (θ ) from some collected instances of adversarial examples. And this is the intuition behind the popular defense
method of adversarial retraining. However, this approach has two
main shortcomings. First, one may have either no adversarial examples, or they are not statistically-representative. Second, the
reliance on x ∗ (θ ) may weaken the generalization ability of the defense method. As a result, when facing with unseen-type adversarial
examples, the defense method may lose efficacy.
In practice, the one-class classification based detection methods
can solve the above problem, however, they often suffer from high
false alarm rates. In response, we propose to use the disentangled
features to clearly separate benign examples from others in a latent
space. To this end, we improve the traditional VAEs by introducing
a new loss function, which leads the VAEs to enlarge inter-class
distance and shorten inner-class distance in the latent space. In this
way, we can achieve a better boundary between benign examples
and others, and hence reduce false alarms.
Since our model simultaneously fulfills two tasks (i.e., malware
detection and adversarial example defense), its complexity may be
higher than the models targeting one single task. In this paper, we
propose a network sharing technique to reduce model complexity.
Recall that our model consists of two deep neural networks, i.e., an
improved VAE and an MLP, both of which need to extract features
from the raw inputs for classification. This motivates us to share the
feature extraction network between two modules. This technique
reduces model complexity and facilitates model training.

2 For

∗

METHODOLOGY

In some existing literature, malware detection and adversarial example defense are studied independently. The methods proposed
for detection and defense are then combined to form a closed-loop
solution for robust malware detection3 . In this paper, however,
we attempt to simultaneously solve these two problems through
tactfully designing a classification model.

Figure 1: Feature extraction.

x ∗ ∈S(x̄ )

Here, the outer optimization represents designing an optimal
classifier to minimize performance loss under the anticipation for
the adversary’s response. The inner optimization reflects the response of the adversarial when facing a classifier with parameters θ .
In practice, the adversary usually obtains adversarial examples by
obtaining or approximating the inner optimization problem’s solution. Furthermore, the inner objective function is set to y ·L(θ, x ∗ , y)
instead of L(θ, x ∗ , y), because adversarial examples are generated
only based on malicious Apps2 .

an adversary, it is usually meaningless to create an adversarial example that is
harmless to users.
3 More discussions on adversarial example defense can be found in Section §4.
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Preliminaries

VAE is often used to design complex generative models of data and
fits them to large datasets [12]. Similar to Autoencoder (AE), VAE is
composed of two neural networks [2], i.e., an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder encodes the input into a Gaussian distribution, which
can be characterized by a mean (µ) and a variance (σ ), so that the
decoder can reconstruct the input from a latent vector sampled
from the Gaussian distribution. Different from AE, however, VAE
not only learns to use a latent vector to reconstruct the input, but
also learns the distribution of the input in latent space.
For a VAE, there usually exists a tradeoff between reconstruction
accuracy and unit Gaussian distribution match. Therefore, the loss
function of a VAE consists of two items, i.e., reconstruction loss
and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The former evaluates how
accurately the VAE reconstructs the inputs, and the latter measures
how closely the distribution generated by encoder matches the unit
Gaussian distribution.
In our model, we use FD-VAE to classify the inputs based on
their reconstruction errors. Different from the traditional VAE, our
FD-VAE is equipped with a new loss function that disentangles the
features of benign data and others. The detail loss design of the
FD-VAE will be described in subsection §3.4.

3.3

FD-VAE
Encoder

Features

Compressed
representation
S
A
μ
M
P
L
σ
E

Decoder
Reconstruction error > ν ?

Is not benign?

Is not benign?

Loss Functions

We design two loss functions to lead the FD-VAE and the MLP to
optimize their parameters during training, respectively.
The loss function of the FD-VAE is composed of three items, i.e.,
L F D−V AE = λ 1 L 1 + λ 2 L 2 + λ 3 L 3 ,

L 1 = −E x ∼DB [x log(d(e(x))) + (1 − x) ∗ log(1 − d(e(x)))]

Benign

μσ

3.4

(7)

where λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are positive weights. Here, L 1 corresponds to
reconstruction loss which evaluates how accurately the FD-VAE
reconstructs the inputs, L 2 denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence resulting from the mismatch between the compressed
representation and the unit Gaussian distribution, and L 3 is the
new loss for feature disentangle. Let e(·) and d(·) denote the encoder
and the decoder, respectively. We use D and D B to represent the
distribution of natural examples and benign examples, respectively.
Then we have

Model

APP

Different from the FD-VAE, the MLP is a binary classifier, whose
output gives the probabilities that an input is benign or not. In general, the performance of a classifier depends heavily on the features
extracted from the raw inputs. To exploit the feature extraction
capability of the FD-VAE, we connect the MLP with the encoder
of the FD-VAE. Accordingly, the encoder acts as the pre-trained
module of the MLP. In this way, we share the feature extraction
network between the FD-VAE and the MLP, hence reducing model
complexity. To train the MLP, we feed both benign and malicious
examples into the encoder that has been well trained. The outputs
of the encoder are then forwarded to the MLP for classification.
During training, the parameters of MLP are iteratively updated, but
the encoder of the FD-VAE is fixed.
Finally, to test an Android App, one just needs to input its feature
vector to our model and then combine the decisions of FD-VAE and
MLP to make a final decision. More details can be found in §3.5.

(8)

and

OR
Malicious

MLP

Figure 2: Our proposed model.

As shown in Fig. 2, our model consists of two modules: 1) an
FD-VAE, and 2) an MLP. The FD-VAE plays two important roles,
i.e., a feature extractor and a classifier. First, it decides whether
its inputs are benign or not according to its reconstruction error.
An input declares to be benign only when its reconstruction error
does not exceed a predetermined threshold ν . Second, its encoder
extracts the discriminative features from its inputs, which are then
used by its decoder and the MLP.
In the training phase, the FD-VAE is fed with multiple batches
of natural examples (i.e., benign and malicious examples) and iteratively updates its parameters for loss function minimization. Once
the FD-VAE has been well trained, its encoder will be able to learn
good representation for inputs. In the phase of testing, the FD-VAE
can be fed with benign, malicious and adversarial examples. It permits through benign examples and rejects the malicious/adversarial
ones.
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L 2 = KL(N (µ, σ )||N (0, 1))
(9)
1
= E x ∼DB (µ 2 + σ 2 − log σ 2 − 1)
2
where µ and σ are the mean and the variance of the Gaussian
distribution, as shown in Fig. 2.
Now we explain how to design L 3 to lead the encoder to disentangle the features of benign and malicious/adversarial examples.
We feed a number of natural example pairs to the VAE’s encoder.
For convenience, we denote any example pair by {(x i , yi ), (x j , y j )}
(i , j), where yi and y j represent the labels of natural examples
x i and x j , respectively. To disentangle the features of different
classes, the compressed representations of x i and x j are required
to be as different as possible, if yi , y j holds. Otherwise, they are
required to be as close as possible. This strategy can be described
by a piecewise function
(
(µ i − µ j )2
yi =y j
f (x i , x j ) =
(10)
2
max(k − (µ i −µ j ) , 0) yi , y j
In (10), k is a positive number, and (µ i − µ j )2 is used to measure the
difference between the representations of x i and x j . If yi = y j holds,
the difference is expected to be as small as possible. Otherwise, we
consider two cases. First, when (µ i − µ j )2 < k holds, the loss
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equals to k − (µ i − µ j )2 . Under this situation, the loss leads the
FD-VAE to update its parameters for feature disentangle. Second,
once (µ i − µ j )2 equals to or exceeds k, the loss reduces to zero.
Accordingly, the parameters of the FD-VAE will not be updated
anymore, which avoids training collapse due to the endless pursuit
of feature disentangle. Now we can define L 3 as
L 3 = E x i ,x j ∼D f (x i , x j )

(11)

Finally, we design a loss function for the MLP. We use m(·) to
represent the MLP. Then the loss function of the MLP is defined by
Lmlp = −E x ∼D [y ∗ log(m(e(x)))+
(1 − y) ∗ log(1 − m(e(x)))]

Algorithm 1: Robust Android Malware Detection
Stage I: Training
• Initialize θvae , θmlp , η 1 , η 2 ;
• In each epoch:
– In each batch:
(1) Sample a batche of benign example
X B = {xb1 , xb2 , · · · , xbn } and two batches of natural
data, i.e., Ωi and Θi ;
(2) Update θvae using X B , Ωi and Θi by
θvae ←θvae − η 1 ∇θv ae (λ 1 L 1 + λ 2 L 2 + λ 3 L 3 );
• In each epoch:
– In each batch:
(1) Sample a benign example X B = {xb1 , xb2 , · · · , xbn }
1 , x 2 , · · · , x n };
and malicious data X M = {xm
m
m
(2) Update θmlp using X B and X M by

(12)

where y is the label of x, e(x) denotes the output of the encoder,
and m(e(x)) represents the output of the MLP.

3.5

θmlp ← θmlp − η 2 ∇θml p Lmlp ;

Notations
Description
θvae
Parameters of the FD-VAE module
θmlp
Parameters of the MLP module
Learning rate of the FD-VAE
η1
η2
Learning rate of the MLP
λ1 , λ2 , λ3
Weights of the losses of the FD-VAE
Ωi , Θi Natural example batches for FD-VAE training
ν
Decision threshold on reconstruction error
d 1i ,d 2i ,d i
Decisions of FD-VAE, MLP and our model
Table 1: Notations used in RAMDA.

(14)

Stage II: Testing
• Foreach x i in testing dataset:
(1) Get the first decision d 1i from the FD-VAE by
(
0 L 1 (x i ) < ν
i
d1 =
1 L 1 (x i ) ≥ ν

Algorithm

To implement our method, we develop a robust Android malware
detection algorithm (RAMDA). Its main procedure is described in
Algorithm 1, and its notations are explained in Table 1. RAMDA has
two stages, i.e., training and testing. In the phase of training, the FDVAE and the MLP are trained with natural examples successively.
In the phase of testing, natural or adversarial examples are fed to
our model for classification. The FD-VAE and the MLP make their
decisions independently. It is noted that the FD-VAE’s decision is
based on the reconstruction error L 1 . Only when both the FD-VAE
and the MLP declare that an input is benign (i.e., d 1i = 0 and d 2i = 0)
can RAMDA output a benign outcome (i.e., d i = 0).

(13)

(15)

(2) Get the second decision d 2i from the MLP;
(3) Output the final decision d i = d 1i ∨ d 2i ;

4

EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed
method in terms of accuracy and robustness4 .
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Now we explain why our model can reliably reject adversarial
examples although it has not seen any adversarial examples. Recall
that only the inputs resulting in small reconstruction errors can be
accepted by our model. Equivalently, our method actually imposes a
similarity constraint upon adversarial example. However, Android
malware adversary examples are required to preserve malicious
functionalities, and hence they are more similar to malicious examples instead of benign ones. As a consequence, our model will
reject them with high probability. On the other hand, our model
uses an MLP-based classifier to distinguish benign examples from
others, which also helps to reject adversarial examples.
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Figure 3: Model settings in our experiments.

4.1

Experiment Settings

Dataset: All the experiments are conducted over a dataset with
58, 447 natural examples. The dataset contains 36, 862 benign examples and 21,621 malicious examples. All these Apps come from
4 More

details can be found in https://github.com/YangXiuxuan/Robust-AndroidMalware-Detection-Against-Adversarial-Example-Attacks
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AndroZoo [21]. We use 1,500 benign examples and 1,500 malicious
examples as the testing set and others as the training set.
For every App, the values of these features are vectorized as a
379-dimensions vector before being fed to our model. We choose
147 permissions, 126 intent actions, and 106 sensitive API calls as
the features for malware detection.
Parameter Settings: The settings of our model are depicted in Fig.
3. This figure shows neuron number and the activate function of
every layer in the network. In addition, we set λ 1 = 10, λ 2 = 1 and
λ 3 = 10 in our experiments.
Baselines: For comparison, we introduce some adversarial example defenses in our experiments. As mentioned earlier, these defense
methods cannot work independently in practice. To evaluate a defense method, one needs to combine it with a malware detector.
Following this idea, we first implement an MLP as a malware detector. The MLP has 4 dense layers. Each of the first three layers has 128
neurons, and the last layer contains two neurons. Then we consider
three state-of-the-art adversarial example defense strategies, i.e., adversarial retraining (AR) [10], robust training (RT) [15], and defense
distillation (DD) [13, 28]. These defense strategies are popular in
recent years [7, 8, 38]. We apply AR, RT and DD to the MLP, and obtain some robust malware detection models, which are comparable
to our model. We apply DD directly to the MLP and obtain a robust
malware detector, denoted by MLP DD . However, both AR and RT
cannot directly work with the MLP due to their reliance on the instances of adversarial examples. To get the instances of adversarial
examples, we introduce five white-box attacks [11, 15]: dFGSMk ,
rFGSMk , BGAk , BCAk , APDNN. Accordingly, we obtain 10 rok , r FGSM k , BGAk ,
bust malware detection models: dFGSM RT
RT
RT
k
k
k
BCART , APDN N RT , dFGSM AR , r FGSM AR , BGAkAR , BCAkAR , and
APDN N AR . In our experiments, we will compare them with our
method.
To be specific, dFGSM k and r FGSM k are the variants of FGSM.
dFGSM k applies k rounds of FGSM to the original vector. Then it
sets the elements of the vector greater than a threshold as 1 and
the rest as 0. Different from dFGSM k , r FGSM k replaces the fixed
threshold with a random number. Finally, to keep the malicious
functionalities, dFGSM k and r FGSM k will conduct an OR operation for the modified vector and the original input. Multi-step Bit
Gradient Ascent (BGAk ) iteratively sets the bit of the input vector as
1 if its corresponding partial derivative of the loss is greater than or
√
equal to the loss gradient’s l2-norm divided by m (m is the length
of the input vector). Similar to BGAk , Bit Coordinate Ascent (BCAk )
only operates the bit which has the maximum partial derivative.
What’s more, BGAk and BCAk should do the OR operation used
in dFGSM k and r FGSM k in every round of modification. APDNN
iteratively updates the bit which has the maximal positive gradient
until the algorithm either reaches the maximum number of allowed
changes or successfully causes a misclassification.

4.2

Feature Disentangle

One main contribution of our method is to design a new loss function L 3 for the FD-VAE. In this subsection, we aim to verify that
the new loss function can really disentangle the features of different classes. For this purpose, we compare our FD-VAE with the
traditional VAE that does not introduce the new loss function. We
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use them to obtain the compressed representations of some natural
examples. For visualization, the dimensions of the latent spaces
of FD-VAE and VAE are set to 2. Therefore, the compressed representations learned by FD-VAE and VAE can be shown in a 2D
coordinate system.
The experimental results are given in Fig. 4. In both figures,
the blue points correspond to the compressed representations of
benign examples, and the red ones represent the compressed representations of malicious examples of different classes. Obviously,
our FD-VAE succeeds in disentangling the features, but the traditional VAE fails to do it. The comparisons validate that the new loss
function L 3 helps to enlarge the inter-class distance and shorten the
inner-class distance for the compressed representations. And this
is one of the main reasons why our method is able to achieve high
detection performance, as will be shown in the next subsection.


































(a) VAE.















(b) FD-VAE.

Figure 4: Compressed representations learned by VAE and
FD-VAE.

4.3

Malware Detection

In this section, we evaluate our method in the scenarios where
no adversarial examples exist. Considering that using AE defenses
usually decreases the accuracy on natural examples, we decide to
evaluate our method through comparing it with other robust malware detectors in the detection performance on natural examples.
In our experiments, we choose a balanced dataset consisting of
natural examples, and set the threshold ν to 30. Our experimental
results are given in Table 2. In this table, column 2 represents the
false alarm rate (i.e., false positive rate), column 3 denotes the miss
detection rate (i.e., false negative rate), and column 4 corresponds
to the accuracy. It can be seen from this table that our model outperforms all the other models in terms of miss detection rate and
accuracy. Besides, our model achieves an accuracy of 91.30%, which
poses advantages over a majority of its competitors.

4.4

White-Box Adversarial Example Defense

In this section, we evaluate the robustness of our method under
white-box adversarial example attacks. We consider five white-box
attacks, including dFGSMk , rFGSMk , BGAk , BCAk , and APDNN.
Noted that due to OR operation , our model cannot provide the
gradient information from the final output. Following the method
in [34], we use the gradient information of MLP instead.
The experimental results are provided in Table 3. This table
compares our method with 11 robust malware detection models
under five white-box attacks. Every element in this table indicates
the ratio of adversarial examples being captured in every scenario.
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the values of R-AEI. We can draw some conclusions from these
two figures. First, when no defense method is adopted, the R-AEI
gradually reduces to zero, as reflected by the orange dotted line in
Fig. 5. Second, MLP DD cannot resist the attacks of MalGAN, but
our model and the others are robust to MalGAN. Furthermore, it
should be pointed out that our method is slightly better than its
competitors. This can be verified by the plot corresponding to our
model, which remains flat and approaches the upper bound 100%
after some iterations.
1 .0

0 .9

N o _ D e fe n se
rF G S M

R -A E I

Table 2: Detection Performance Evaluation.

The last row of the table shows the average performance on these
five white-box attacks.
Obviously, our model achieves the average defense success rate
of 90.94% when faced with different white-box attacks, which has
an apparent advantage over its 11 competitors. It is noted that
the defenses based on AR and RT often get worsen when faced
the unseen-type adversarial examples. For illustration, consider an
extreme example BGAkRT , who employs the adversarial examples
generated by BGAk during training. It can be seen from Table 3
that BGAkRT can capture about 90% of the adversarial examples generated by BGAk . However, its performance almost reduces to zero
when faced with the adversarial examples generated by dFGSMk
or rFGSMk . We attribute this problem to the strong reliance of
the defense on adversarial examples. Since our method does not
require the instances or the knowledge of adversarial examples, it
performs stably under various adversarial example attacks. Finally,
although MLP DD has relatively high performance under white-box
attacks, this method can not resist the black-box attacks, which will
be discussed in the next subsection.
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Figure 5: Resisting MalGAN with No_Defense and etc.
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Black-Box Adversarial Example Defense

Now we introduce two state-of-the-art black-box adversarial example attacks called MalGAN [14] and E-MalGAN [19]. These two
methods attempt to generate adversarial examples through interacting with the target classifier, without relying on any white-box
attacks. MalGAN first uses Generative Adversarial Networks (i.e.,
GAN) to generate adversarial examples in Android application.
E-MalGAN is an improvement of MalGAN and can generate adversarial examples that are more difficult to detect by narrowing the
difference between adversarial examples and benign examples.
To show that our model can well resist the black-box attacks,
we evaluate it under the attack of MalGAN and E-MalGAN. These
two methods need to interact with the target classifier for multiple
rounds before generating effective adversarial examples. Hence, we
use the metric, i.e., the ratio of adversarial examples being identified
during interaction (R-AEI), in our evaluation.
We first consider the attack method MalGAN. The experimental
results are given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, whose vertical axes denote
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Figure 6: Resisting MalGAN with and MLP D D etc.
Finally, we consider a more powerful attack method, i.e., EMalGAN. Different from MalGAN, E-MalGAN is able to evade
the detection of adversarial examples. Therefore, it is challenging
to resist E-MalGAN. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, all the competitors of our model are defeated by E-MalGAN, since their R-AEI
values get close to zero after sufficient iterations. Contrarily, our
model captures almost all the adversarial examples generated by
E-MalGAN, as depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The reasons for the
above phenomena are explained as follows. The main competitors
of our model rely heavily on the instances of adversarial examples 5 .
Hence they can identify the adversarial examples similar to those
5 It

is noted that the model M LP D D does not require the instances of adversarial
examples. This model is vulnerable to black-box attacks due to the limitation of
defense distillation.
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Table 3: Robustness Evaluation ( ν = 30).
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Figure 8: Resisting E-MalGAN with MLP D D and etc.
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that have been seen. Unfortunately, once E-MalGAN successfully
generates the adversarial examples different from those seen by the
targeted classifier, it will mislead the classifier. However, our model
distinguishes benign examples from others based on the difference
between them. Since the difference cannot be completely erased,
our model is able to capture the adversarial examples. What’s more,
our method performs better on E-MalGAN than on MalGAN. In fact,
E-MalGAN generates much smaller perturbations than MalGAN
does to guarantee high similarity. However, the pursuit of smaller
perturbations is a two-edged sword. On one hand, E-MalGAN can
generate the adversarial exampls similar to natural examples. On the
other hand, the training instability risk of E-MalGAN is also raised
due to its complicated architecture, especially when faced with a
challenging adversarial exampls generation task. Different from
the existing defense mechanisms, our method pushes the whole
(instead of a part of) decision boundary to the ideal boundary using
feature disentangle. Therefore, it becomes more challenging for
E-MalGAN to generate adversarial exampls, and thus E-MalGAN
becomes very unstable and collapses soon.
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Figure 9: Impacts of threshold ν on detection performance.
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Figure 7: Resisting E-MalGAN with No_Defense and etc.

4.6

Impacts of Threshold ν

In practice, the threshold ν has a great influence on the result of the
experiment. So how to choose a appropriate ν is important in our
method. We conduct a mass of experiments to analyze the impacts
of ν . In these experiments, we continue adjusting ν and fix the other
parameters.
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We first consider how this threshold impacts the distinguishment
between malicious Apps and begin Apps. The results are given in
Fig. 9, in which the horizontal axis reflects the values of ν . The
orange line represents the false alarm rate of benign examples, and
the blue line reflects the miss detection rate of malicious examples.
Not surprisingly, false alarm rate decreases with the increase of ν .
Intuitively, when ν is too large, miss detection of malicious examples
will frequently occur. However, the miss detection rate remains
stable when ν keeps rising, as shown in Fig. 9. We explain this
phenomenon as follows. Our method fuses the decisions of the
MLP and the FD-VAE using the OR rule. When ν becomes too large,
the FD-VAE will have lots of miss detections, but the MLP will not
generate more miss detections. Due to decision fusion, our model
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Figure 10: Impacts of threshold ν on normal data vs. adversarial data.

can depresses miss detections and keep its accuracy stable. This
also indicates that our method is not very sensitive to ν, hence easy
to deploy in practice.
Then we consider how this threshold impacts the distinguishment between adversarial exampls and natural examples. We employ BGAk to generate adversarial examples to evaluate our method.
The experimental results are given in Fig. 10. The orange line represents the accuracy on natural examples, and the blue one on
adversarial examples. Similarly, we keep adjusting ν but fix the
other parameters in the experiments. Our experiments show the
goals of achieving high detection accuracy on natural and adversarial examples are conflicting in practice.
Finally, we select a desired threshold through evaluating all
candidate thresholds in both malware detection and adversarial example detection. The threshold 30 is chosen by us, since it achieves
satisfactory miss detection, false alarm, and adversarial example
detection acccuracy.

5

RELATED WORK

In this section we intruduce the methods of adversarial example
attack and defense in Android Malware Detection.

5.1

Adversarial Example Attack

Chen et al. [3] propose a method to inject adversarial examples into
the training set of the victim model, in order to decrease the dection
accuracy. However, it’s difficult to gain access to the training set.
Huang et al. [15] propose to use saddle-point optimization formulations for discrete (e.g., binary) domain to generate adversarial
examples for malware detection. Considering Android malware’s
semantic feature is graph data, Chen et al. [5] modify two famous
attack methods (i.e., C&W, JSAM) developed for image classification
to generate adversarial examples of Android malware and evade
being detected by the current models. Grosse et al. [11] also expand existing adversarial example crafting algorithms to construct
a highly-effective attack against malware detection models. In [14],
Hu et al. utilize generative adversarial network to generate adversarial examples in black-box mode for malware detection. Li et al.
[19] improve the work of [14], and design a multi-GAN to generate
the adversarial examples more similar to natural examples.
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Adversarial Example Defense

Papernot et al. [28] propose a generic framework and utilize defense distillation to reduce the sensitivity of deep neural networks
(DNNs) to small perturbation, hence alleviating the negative effect of adversarial examples. However, defense distillation achieves
limited success when facing adversarial examples generated by
black-box attack methods due to the transferability of adversarial
examples. In [10], Goodfellow, et al. propose adversarial retraining
to defend adversarial example attack. It retrains a classifier with
both the original dataset and the labeled adversarial malware examples. However, the effect of adversarial retraining depends heavily
on the similarity between the adversarial examples used in training
and testing. Huang et al. [15] propose robust training and aim at
developing a training procedure that helps improving model robustness. They introduce a certain method to generate adversarial
examples and use the latter in training. However, robust training
may be helpless for resisting unseen-type adversarial examples. Xu
et al. [34] utilize feature squeezing to transform the input examples
to mitigate the negative effects of adversarial examples on the classifier. They are difficult to be applied to Android malware due to
its discrete input domain.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design a robust Android malware detection method
inherently resistant to adversarial examples. Our method does not
require the instances or the knowledge of adversarial examples for
model training, and hence it is practical to deploy and more robust
to unseen-type adversarial examples. Extensive experiments show
that our model is able to resist 5 white-box and 2 black-box attacks,
and significantly outperforms 11 robust Android malware detection
models.
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